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CORRIGENDA

( + indicates corrections substantially affecting the sense of a passage. Others merely correct spelling and similar errors.)

vii as first entry, above "A.D.

ii insert "A.C.Australian Churchman"

viii line 23 for "discerns" read "discerned"

n2 line 4 for "on" (2nd word in line) read "or"

x n2 line 2 for "introductions" read "introduction"

xi line 1 for "State" read "state"

line 21 between "and" and "tended" insert "thus"

xiii line 3 for "in" read "of"

xv line 24 for "gave" read "give"

nl line 2 for "translator" read "translators"

xvi line 13 for "underated" read "underrated"

line 17 for "and" read "or"

xviii line 13 for "Troletsch's" read "Troeltsch's"

xx line 24 for "the" read "many of the"

xxi line 14 after "are" add "differing"

line 16 between "opinion" and "within" insert "even"
between "percentage" and "free" insert "of"

between "few" and "immigrants" insert "of these"

for "turbulence" read "turbulence"

between "titles" and "given" insert "are"

substitute "... Bishop Polding in his pastoral address (Sydney, 1838) and W.A. Duncan, A Reply to the Rev. W. Stack's Attempted Defence of his Lecture on the Man of Sin from the Remarks of W.A. Duncan (Sydney, 1839)

for "limit" read "limits"

for "Maloney" read "Molony"

for "Moloney" read "Molony"

for "Moloney" read "Molony"

for "inclination" read "inclinations"

for "form" read "from"

for "turbulence" read "turbulence"

before "50" insert "£"

for "Abbott" read "Abbot"

for "Irish-Catholics" read "Irish-Catholic"

for "marred" read "married"

for "1843" read "1848"
for "were" read "was"
for "Hestonstall" read "Heptonstall"
for "Hestonstall" read "Heptonstall"
for "Hestonstall" read "Heptonstall"
for "Hestonstall" read "Heptonstall"
for "Hestonstall" read "Heptonstall"
for "member" read "member's"
for "exhorbitant" read "exorbitant"
between "they" and "should" insert ",,the clergy,"
for "member" read "member's"
between "It" and "established" insert "would have"
for "Land" read "Lang"
for "peasantry" read "peasant"
for "minicipal" read "municipal"
transpose "soon" to end of line
before "400" insert ",&"
for "1842" read "1828"; omit "and"
for "1854" read "1853"
after "champions" insert "↑ "
omit "↑ "
for "priests" read "priest's"
for "colonists" read "colonists!"
for "colonists" read "colonists!"
for "contemporaries" read "contemporaries!"
91 line 12 for "was" read "period saw"

95 line 4 for "picnicers" read "picnickers"

nl line 3 for "picnicers" read "picnickers"

102 line 33 for "excaping" read "escaping"

106 line 28 for "from" read "of"

107 line 22 between "under" and "zeal" insert "the"; between "zeal" and "righteousness" insert "of"

108 line 21 for "and" read "an"

112 line 20 omit "being"

113 line 19 before "1,000" insert "$"

nl line 1 for "He" insert "O'Farrell"; between "had" and "told" insert "also"

114 line 24 for "aberation" read "aberration"

115 line 4 for "circularised" read "circulated"

117 line 7 for "they were" read "it was"

118 line 3 for "14" read "18"

119 line 31 for "8" read "1"

120 line 12 for "occurances" read "occurrences"

line 29 for "Parks" read "Parkes"

124 line 16 before "1000" insert "$"

126 line 37 for "febble" read "feeble"
128 line 3 for "eighth" read "eight"
   line 6 for "could be" read "could have been"
   line 11 for "forst" read "first"

135 n3 line 2 for "bagan" read "began"

138 line 23 for "Eager" read "Eagar"

141 line 36 for "tolerance" read "intolerance"

146 line 22 for "orangemen in" read "orange supporters of"

150 line 12 for "committe" read "committee"

156 line 20 for "warrent" read "warrant"

159 line 11 for "prosecutions" read "prosecution's"

160 line 25 omit "that"

161 n2 line 1 omit "B"

163 line 25 for "cemetery" read "cemetery"

165 n3 line 2 for "the" read "an"
   n3 line 15 between "I.G.P." and "to" insert ",McLerie,"

166 line 2 between "a" and "Victorian" insert "former"

168 line 1 for "Meyers" read "Meyer's"

170 line 4 for "Felon" read "Felony"
   line 17 for "fianl" read "final"
for "persuade" read "persuade"

for "sacrament" read "sacrament"

for "where" read "where"

for "he" read "hid"

for "certainly" read "certainly"

for "1869" read "1859"

for "Australasian" read "Australian"

for "indispensable" read "indispensable"

for "government" omit

for "filibustering" read "filibustering"

for "paraphernalia" read "paraphernalia"

continue paragraph

for "feebleness" read "feebleness"

for "very" omit

for "desired" read "desires"

for "if" read "is"

for "descendants" read "descendants"

for "ignorant" read "ignorant"

for "It was not surprising that" read "Not surprisingly"

for "proportions" read "proportions"

for "upheaval" read "upheaval"

for "J.F.L." read "J.F.C."

for "Cohen" read "Cohn"
196  line 3  for "cilibacy" read "celibacy"
line 6  for "neneeetenth" read "nineteenth"

197  line 20 for "Garribaldi" read "Garibaldi"
line 21 for "Garribaldi" read "Garibaldi"

198  line 21 for "consequences" read "consequences"
     nl line 3  for "Rosman" read "Riesman"

199  line 15  for "was sourced" read "originated"
     nl line 7  for "Paster" read "Pastor"

200  line 5  for "was similarly sourced" read "had a similar origin"

202  line 11  for "elder" read "older"

204  line 6  for "Ulludulla" read "Ulladulla"

206  line 3  for "intended" read "were intending"

209  line 22  before "1,600" insert "$"

210  line 24  between "the" and "laity"  insert "Catholic"

215  line 11  for "it" read "the Government"

215a  nl line 6  for "1868" read "1869"

216  line 26  omit "English"

222  line 4  for "fraudulant" read "fraudulent"

227  nl line 5  for "Land" read "Lang"
228  line 3  for "part" read "post"

238  line 2  for "renew" read "review"

241  n1 line 3  for "Parkes" read "Parkes's"

242  n1 line 23  for "Bourke" read "Burke"

244  line 26  for "against" read "against"

245  line 18  for "Parkes" read "Parkes's"

248  line 8  for first "to" read "too"

251  line 12  for "Davies" read "Davies's"

252  line 4  before "90" insert "&"

253  line 12  for "bretheren" read "brethren"

n3 line 4  for "oragnmen" read "orangemen"

+ 259  between footnotes 5 and 6 insert "6 Empire, 19 October 1869"
alter numbering of footnotes 6 and 7 to 7 and 8

261  n4 line 4  for "releiving" read "relieving"

265  line 20  for "Dally" read "Dalley"

266  line 19  for "sectet" read "secret"

268  line 27  for "Jubiland" read "Jubilant"

273  line 16  for "allegiance" read "alliance"
280   line 10  for "forefathers" read "forefathers"

281   line 9   for "heroes" read "hero's"; between "25" and "anniversary" insert "th"

283   line 7   for "Australia's" insert "Australian"

285   line 3   for "December" read "November"

287   line 8   for "Board" read "boards"

+ 288   line 6   for "returned" read "retired"

290   line 28  for "Methodists, Baptists" read "Methodist, Baptist"

294   line 17  for "Callun" read "Callan"

306-7   continue paragraph

309   line 24  for "Trugh" read "Truth"

nl line 9   for "terminolity" read "terminology"

312   line 6   for "brance" read "branch"

314   line 5   for "subbatarian" read "sabbatarian"

318   line 2   for "divident" read "dividend"

324   line 9   between "without" and "great" insert "a"

line 24  for "repetoire" read "repertoire"

325   line 24  for "Davis" read "Davies"
between "but" and "all" insert "from"

for "Tennison Wood's" read "Tenison Woods's"

for "note" read "vote"

for "dependance" read "dependence"

for "the" read "their"

for "Hibernian's" read "Hibernians"

for "blatently" read "blatantly"

for "roles" read "rolls"

for "Delony" read "Delany"

for "relition" read "religion"

for "allegiance" read "alliance"

for "disire" read "desire"

omit "as a"

for "appreciativly" read "considerably"

for "engated" read "engaged"

for "1871" read "1876"

for "Protestants" read "Protestant"

for "flowrs" read "flowers"
for "Benedicts" read "Benedict's"
for "publicans" read "publican"
for "squatters" read "squatter"
between "that" and "co-religionists" insert "their"
for "Opion" read "Opinion"
for "better" read "bitter"
for "Foster" read "Forster"
for "Dally" read "Dalley"
for "Foster" read "Forster"; for "1873" read "1872"
for "contributary" read "contributory"
for "Presbyterian" read "Presbyterians"
for "Fogerty" read "Fogarty"
for "precedent" read "antecedants"
omit "the"
for "atheistic" read "atheistic"
for "athisists" read "atheists"
for "liberals" read "atheists"
for "similar forces to N.S.W." read "forces similar to those operating in N.S.W."
for "disapproved" read "disagreed"
for "Allan" read "Allen"
for "columns" read "columns"
for "Moorehouse" read "Moorhouse"
between "especially" and "clergymen" insert "of"
for "allegiences" read "alliances"
between "hegemony" and "anti-sectarian" insert "of the"
for "disguise" read "guise"
for "2" read "3"
for 1841 read 1840
for "O'Connell" read "O'Connor"
for "1861" read "1864"
insert asterisks after W.H. Holborow, R.C. Luscombe and J.B. Thompson
for "Heathanism" read "Heathenism"
for "dependant" read "dependent"
for "bagan" read "began"
between "because" and "disagreed" insert "we"

for "slanderings" read "slanderers"

for "priests" read "priest"

for "Geurroniere" read "Guertoniere"

for "our" read "mr."

between "Prospect" and "No.2" insert "Vol.6"

between "and" and "temporal" insert "the"; after "power" add "1860-64"

for first "in" read "of"

for "V" read "U.R.Q."

for "McKinley" read "McKinlay"

for "Moloney" read "Molony"

for "lammenais" read "lamennais"

for "encro" read "mc encro"